Art Gallery Steering Committee Minutes

Thursday Nov 1, 2012

Members: Rob Gingras, Nazare Feliciano, Sherry Stephens, Jacques de Beaufort, Marjie Simon, Karla Walter, Joel Betancourt, Rosa Boutros, Amber Palomares

Members in attendance: Nazare Feliciano, Sherry Stephens, Jacques de Beaufort, Marjie Simon, Karla Walter, Elizabeth Wilber

- Sherry Stephens welcomed Elizabeth Wilber and went over rules and regulations of Art Gallery committee.
- There will be no by line for Dark Crystals. Jacques will have a brief description for the invitation.
- Members present agreed to title the Faculty Exhibition, ART Faculty 2013.
- Sherry Stephens proposed and exhibition in 2014 using ECHO funds to bring Amalia Amaki, a well know African American artist for our Diversity Exhibition. Members have voted and the majority agreed to go forward with the project. Click on link to see her work! http://sandlerhudson.com/artists/amalia-amaki
- Two exhibitions have been voted on and approved. Amalia Amaki and SoFlo will be featured in 2014.
- Sherry Stephens will contact central campus gallery to inquire how they handle funds for their annual Painting competition. Hopefully we can use the same method for The National Photography Exhibition.
- The Annual Ceramic Sale is on for Dec 7th and 8th. Money collected will go to the ECHO funds.
- Next meeting will be announced.